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Abstract 
In the Saka-Scythian animal style was extremely popular the image of a bird of prey (eagle). Images of eagles' heads, in a 
characteristic manner of transmitting the image of a stylized bird of prey are common in the art of the early nomads of Central 
Asia. Widespread in the applied arts was the image of an eagle in the era of the early nomads, but continued to prevail later. 
Eagle presents in the myths and symbols of all the ancient civilizations, and the most complete way that image embodies the 
steady and universal sense - the sky (solar) power, fire and immortality. At the same time, the eagle symbolizes the supreme 
imperial power, emphasized its divine origin. Distribution of this image in a nomadic environment associated with the 
increasing role of war and the military aristocracy in a nomadic society. 
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1. Introduction.  
The study of archaeological culture of Saks ranks special place in the archeology of Kazakhstan, firstly because 
this is a bright era of discoveries material complexes and objects of art so-called "Scythian-Siberian animal 
style". The main role in the formation of the Scythian-Siberian animal in Asia played Saka tribes. Along with 
such famous monuments of the Saka time in Kazakhstan as Tegisken and Uygarak cemeteries, it is known 
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disposition of a man in "gold dress" in the Issyk burial mound, and famous for world community is Shiliktinskie 
mounds. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the image of the eagle represented by Shilikty mounds, determining the 
genesis and function of the image, as well as identifying stylistic and semantically regularity of its image on the 
objects funerary rites. The terms of the problems of article includes questions of the origin and formation of early 
Saka animal style, his visual, semantic and regional characteristics that determine the relevance of this study. 
Genesis and the semantics of the image of an eagle in the animal style, presented findings of Kazakhstan, have 
not been the subject of a special study of native archeology. 
 
2. Image of an eagle in the archaeological sites 
 
During the excavation of  №5 Mound Shilikty  archaeologists discovered five hundred twenty-four gold products 
(Chernikov S.S., 1965, p. 24). Among them is extremely notable are the golden plates in the form of an eagle in 
profile, executed by the formula "the eyes and beak." Bulk solutions eagle's head shows realistic, clearly traced 
strongly curved beak, cheek as round, mouth slit worked out in the form of arcuate recesses with cere. Clearly 
defined round eye of a thin plate inlaid turquoise on it, highlight the pupil. The lower part of the body, legs, tail 




Fig.1. Eagle. Plaque. Shilikty. Barrow 5. 
 
 According to S.S. Chernikov, as they were near the skull, most likely they have been decorated headdress. From 
nine pieces, five head turned to the right, four - to the left. Perhaps plaque alternately attached to the fabric so that 
the Eagles looked in different directions. According to S.S. Chernikov plaque depicting eagles with raised wings 
and tail (Chernikov S.S., 1965, p. 54). Note that the mound №5 refers to the "royal" and dates from the beginning 
of VIII-VII centuries. BC. Mound was plundered in antiquity, so the picture of its construction, mortuary 
structures, burial ceremonies are incomplete.  
Full compliance with the plaque in the shape of an eagle from the mound №5 represents the findings from the 
mound Baygetobe. It found 36 plaques in the form of an eagle's head turned to the left, on the techniques of 
production are made by casting (Fig.2).  Stylistic differences here are the lack of a point of the pupil, as well as 
the study of the bend legs in the form of a teardrop shape (Toleubayev A., 2005, pp. 509-510). In our opinion this 
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is the visual element is a plaque in the leg of an eagle clutching a snake whose tail at the same time forms the 




Fig.2. Eagle. Plaque. Shilikty. barrow Baygetobe 
 
 Similar plaques in the form of an eagle represented in the collection of the burial ground Taldi-2 (line VII-VI 
centuries. BC), located in the Karaganda region in central Kazakhstan (Beysenov A.B., 2011, pp. 18-19). The 
material of these unique finds early saks time largely allows look at ethno-cultural processes that took place 
during this period in the region. 
Analogy Saka arts subjects of funerary complexes Shilikty can be found in rock art. So very similar image eagles 
are petroglyph region of southern Kazakhstan in the mountains Dzhungar Alatau on the monument Eshkiolmes. 
Here was carved figures birds of prey, whose heads are inscribed in the loop folded wings. All the eagles big 
round eyes, accentuated curved beak, the contour image Abris birds (Fig.3).   According to scientists, A.N. 
Maryasheva and A.Ye. Rogozhinskiy eagles are part of the tracks, where scenes of "persecution" in one case, a 
deer, in the other - the goat (Maryashev A.N., Rogozhinskiy A.Ye.,1991, pp. 23-24). Rock engravings dating to 
shilikty finds. Undoubtedly, such an interpretation of images of eagles was turned back at the heart of the artistic 
tradition of creating stylized shilikty plaques. Shilikty plaque can be seen as an eagle sitting on a branch with his 




Fig.3. Eagles and deer. Rock carvings of Eshkiolmes 
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 3. Results and discussion 
 
Pictorial motif bird of prey found throughout the perimeter of the Scythian-Saka cultural area. As we know, 
Shiliktiy collection is no exception. Sustainable iconography shilikty eagles evidence of widespread cult of the 
eagle and of a certain role in the myth-ritual system of early nomads. The cult of the eagle in the Kazakh ethno-
cultural region has a fairly strong tradition characteristic of the history of the Iron Age. So at the end of the 80s 
Z.Samashev was investigated mound kulazhurginsk time III-I centuries BC for burial Kuruk in East Kazakhstan, 
where, together with the person who died was 4 skeleton eagle. In mound Araltobe Late Sarmatian time (III c.) In 
Atyrau they also recorded a cover burial golden eagle, which is as it marks the intermediate time from ancient to 
medieval Turkic nomads. All this testifies to the high role of a bird of prey in the hunting life and its importance 
in the burial and religious practices  (Samashev Z., 2004, p. 240). Note that in the adjacent region - Altai early 
cult of the eagle as reflected in the objects of cult and applied is not found by scientists, and developed during the 
Scythian culture with the VI. BC and here the cult eagle griffin is formed. 
These arguments might suggest - the eagle was a symbol of ethnic unity Saks, who lived on the territory of 
ancient Kazakhstan. Functionally, the image of an eagle could stand the idea of relatedness of the tribe. 
Apparently, the eagle could act as a parent, grandparent, to be buried clan of totem people. In this case, the image 
of an eagle was conditionally geraldic. In general, the Scythian-Saka art and ideology geraldic compositions are 
not typical. According to S. S Sorokin in the Eurasian steppes  this kind of construction are extremely rare, as 
they did not meet the worldview of early nomads (Sorokin S., 1978, p. 181). However, we cannot conclude that 
plaques with images of birds of prey shilikty mounds were definitely related to manufacture totemic 
representations of their tribes. The very same heraldic tradition of the eagle remained at a later time. So the bird 
of prey was the emblem of the ruling dynasty of ancient nomadic peoples of Central Asia - the Huns and Turks, 
she attended the golden crowns Hun Shanyu from Ordos, Bilge Kagan and headdress Prince Kyultegin 
(Samashev Z., 2008, p. 85). 
 In order to interpret the semantic meaning of the image of an eagle shilikty mounds need to consider their 
position in the structural element things pose an animal prevalence in synchronous monuments. The shape and 
topography of plaque in the form of an eagle - a body dedicated head, big round eyes, the choice of poses, the 
order of the composition in the form of the beak is not only an art piece, they hide certain semantic aspect, 
because the symbolic meaning of inherently subjects the Scythian-Siberian animal style. In artistic terms in 
plaques in the form of an eagle very clearly highlight the metaphor of the "winged", "clawed", "watchful". Here 
we are not dealing with imaginative comparisons, and identification with the mythological bird of prey with the 
eternal guardian. S.Chernikov pointed out that in the early stages of the development of the Scythian culture 
image of the eagle will perform the same function as that which appeared under the influence of ancient Greek 
and ancient oriental art motifs, the image of a griffin (Chernikov S.S., 1965, p. 58). Griffins, in turn, presented in 
Greek mythology guards the mythical gold, and depicted with the head and wings of an eagle and the body of a 
lion (Tokarev S., 1987, p. 336). Decoration of  hat №5  indicates the protective function of eagle figurines, 
plaques when alternating sewn to the fabric and composition were looking at two sides of the eagles, emphasized 
the sharp-eyed eagles, seeing all around. Open a watchful eye, the eagle pose, clearly delineated claw also 
confirm that the Eagles were called to be keepers of the eternal peace of the dead guards. Probably sewn to a 
headdress of eagles plaques were designed to protect and defend the rights of its wearer. Heavenly involvement 
eagle as the symbol of the upper world gives people the power and suggests that the burial belongs to the royal 
personage. This fact is also confirmed by the fact that the main raw material production of plaques with images 
of eagles was gold. Gold in the life of early nomads played a huge social and sacred role. Strictly canonized 
iconography plaque, their replication, detection in large burial mounds suggests that the image of the eagle was 
"emblem", pointing to the high social class owner (Bogdanov Ye., 2006, pp. 90-92). Aidarkulov noted that such 
emblems could symbolize the patriarch, the leader of individual nations or tribes, and at the same time - the 
character images of animals or animals on clothing and on decorations emphasized the genetic origin of the 
individual,  the quality of the owner of these items. Seeing these items with no master himself, one could say who 
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owned these items: the leader, athlete or a woman. Therefore, images of animals in service, household items, 
clothing ... had a symbolic, ceremonial appointment ... and could be a "visiting card" of individual persons, 
families, tribes " (Aydarkulov K., 1979, p. 153). Thus, the eagle in the culture of the Saks acted as a marker of 
the upper world, carried a load of a protective function, but also a kind of "emblem", pointing to the interior 
social status of the owner. 
 
5. Conclusion.  
 
As stated above, we make the assumption, the semantic meaning of the image of an eagle shilikty mounds was in 
its intermediary function. Perhaps the eagle as a marker of the upper world had to suffer the soul of a man buried 
in a different world. 
Eagles of Shilikty have analogies in the rock art and monuments of Central Kazakhstan, consequently, the vast 
expanses of the Central and Eastern Kazakhstan inhabited single ethnic community, to develop a bright and 
distinctive archaeological culture, forming a single ethno-cultural region. 
1. The analysis shows the image of an eagle, firstly, the theory of the genesis the major components of the 
Central early Scythian culture complex, in the second chronological priority of the eastern zone of the steppes, in 
the composition of the main images of the so-called animal style epoch of early nomads. 
2. The study of the image of an eagle confirmed that at the turn of VI - V century. BC in the steppes of Eurasia 
have been significant changes due to the movement of the tribes to the east. Images of eagles can serve as 
markers of migration in ancient times and to be reliable chronological reference points in the dating mounds. 
3. The prevalence of the image of an eagle proves that he played an important role in the representations of the 
early nomads of Kazakhstan. Apparently, the image of a bird of prey was carrying a load of a protective function, 
but also a kind of "emblem", pointing to the high social status of the owner. 
4. Conducted as part of the comparative-historical method of archaeological and ethnographic analysis showed 
that the most likely, in the Saka culture eagle acted as a mediator between the different worlds of the universe. 
Perhaps in the plaques of the ancient mound Baygetobe reflected motive confrontation birds and snakes. Along 
with this, the eagle has performed as a marker of the upper and lower zones of the universe, as evidenced by the 
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